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Semigroups Characterizing Hypergraphs]
BORIS M. SCHEIN
A new type of semigroups connected with hypergraphs is considered. Every hypergraph is
characterized by its hypergraph semigroup up to isomorphism. An algebraic characterization of
hypergraph semigroups is given.
Various semigroups can be associated with graphs and hypergraphs. Mainly, these have
been endomorphism monoids. However, other types of semigroups (e.g. restrictive semi-
groups of partial extensive transformations of graphs) have been considered. A good
survey of semigroups connected with graphs is given in [5].
In this paper, a new type of semigroups connected with hypergraphs is considered.
We call such semigroups 'hypergraph semigroups'. It turns out that every hypergraph is
completely characterized by its hypergraph semigroup (in the sense that two hypergraph
semigroups are isomorphic if and only if their hypergraphs are isomorphic). We also give
an algebraic characterization of hypergraph semigroups.
A special class of hypergraph semigroups (those without nontrivial one-sided annihi-
lators) was considered earlier by the author [6J (who called them 'matrix O-bands') and
in [3J (where they were called 'rectangular O-bands'). Various properties of such semi-
groups are given in these papers. Translational hulls of reductive hypergraph semigroups
are described in [4].
A hypergraph is a triple 'Je = (V, E, I), where V and E are sets and I c V x E is a binary
relation between elements of V and E. The inclusion sign c is reflexive, i.e. the case
I = V x E is possible. Elements of V are called vertices, elements of E are called edges,
(v, e)E I is interpreted as 'v and e are incident', or 'v belongs to e', or 'e contains v',
and I is called the incidence relation of 'Je. A vertex (edge) is called isolated if it does
not belong to (does not contain) any edge (any vertex). Two different edges may have
exactly the same vertices (therefore our hypergraphs are something like 'multi-hyper-
graphs'), and two different vertices may belong to exactly the same edges. If 1= 0, 'Je
is called empty.
This definition of a hypergraph is probably the most general (cf. [IJ, [7]). Obviously,
ordinary (non-directed) graphs and multi-graphs are special cases of hypergraphs (as are
various geometries and combinatorial designs).
With each hypergraph 'Je we associate a groupoid G('Je). The set of elements of G('Je)
is V x E. Multiplication in G( 'Je) is partially defined: a product (VI> ej)( V2, e2) exists if
and only if (V2, e.) E I, in which case (v h e\)( V 2, e2)= (v h e2)'
Clearly, multiplication in G('Je) is everywhere defined if and only if I = V x E.
To make G('Je) into a groupoid with everywhere defined multiplication we perform
the usual trick of extension: Let 0 be an element not in G( 'Je). Define S( 'Je) = G( 'Je) u O.
Define multiplication in S( 'Je) as follows: all products existing in G( 'Je) are preserved, all
other products are defined to be O. Thus 0 is the zero of S( 'Je), and (v h e\)( V2, e2 ) = 0
whenever e j does not contain V2'
PROPOSITION 1. S('Je) is a semigroup.
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PROOF. Clearly, S(;J'{) is isomorphic to the Rees matrix semigroup "t{0(1; E, V; 1)
with trivial structure group 1 (see [2] for necessary definitions). Of course, one can check
the associativity of S(Je) straightforwardly.
In what follows, we call G(Je) and S(Je) the hypergraph groupoid and hypergraph
semigroup associated with Je.
Let llei = (V;, E; Ii)' i = 1,2 be hypergraphs. A pair (4), I/J) of mappings
is called a homomorphism of Jel into lle2 whenever
(v, e) E I\=>(4)(v), I/J(e» E 12
for all VE Vb eE EI •
If 4> and I/J are bijections and (4), I/J) and (4)-\ I/J -I) are homomorphisms of llel into
lle2 and lle2 into lleb respectively, then (4), I/J) is called an isomorphism of llel onto lle2, and
the two hypergraphs are called isomorphic.
THEOREM 1. Let llel and lle2 be nonempty hypergraphs. Hypergraph semigroups S(llel )
and S( lle2) are isomorphic if and only if llel and lle2 are isomorphic. Each isomorphism of
S( llel ) onto S( lle2) is induced by a uniquely determined isomorphism of llel onto lle2.
PROOF. Suppose that (4), I/J) is an isomorphism of Jel onto lle2• Then 4> 0 I/J: VI x EI ~
V2 X E2 is obviously an isomorphism of G(JeI) onto G(Je2 ) . Here 4>0 I/J(v, e) =
(4)( e), I/J(e) for all v E Vb e EEl. This isomorphism can be extended to an isomorphism
between S(Je\) and S(Je2 ) in a unique way. The isomorphism between S(JeI ) and S(lle2 )
is said to be induced by (4), I/J) .
Conversely, suppose that the sernigroups S(llel ) and S(lle2 ) are isomorphic,
being the isomorphism. Obviously, 0'(0) =0, where 0 denotes the zero elements of both
semigroups.
Let v E VI. We will prove that, for every e E E b 0'( v, e) =({3(e), e'), where {3(v) E V2,
e' E E2, and {3 (v) does not depend on the choice of e.
Indeed, let eb e2E E\. Since the hypergraph lle is not empty, there exist Vo E Vb eoEEl
such that (vo, eo) E II. Then
for i = 1,2.
Therefore, a(v, e.) = a(v, eo)a(vo, e.). It follows that the first component of a(v, e;) is the
same as that of a(v, eo), i.e. a(v, e l ) and a(v, e2) have the same first component, {3(v).
Analogously, we may prove that, for every e E E b there exists y(e) E E 2 such that, for
every v E Vb a (v, e) = ( v', y( e», where y( e) does not depend on the choice of v. Combin-
ing these two facts together we see that, for every v E VI and e E E b a (v, e) = (f3 (v), y( e»,
where {3 : VI ~ V2 and y: E I ~ E2 are suitable mappings. Thus-the restriction ofa to G(llel )
coincides with f3 0 y. Clearly, both {3 and yare bijections, because a is a bijection.
For every v E VI and e E E b (v, e)(v, e) = (v, e) if and only if (v, e) E II. Since a is an
isomorphism, it maps idempotents into idempotents. Thus,
(v, e) E II~ (v, e)2 = (v, e)~ a (v, e)2 = a (v, e)
~({3(v), y(e»2 = (f3(v), y(e»~({3(v),y(e» E 12.
This shows that ({3, y) is an isomorphism of llel onto lle2•
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Clearly, a is induced by ({3, y). If a is induced by any other isomorphism (</>, t/J) of
.reI onto .rez, then, for every v E VI and e E E.,
({3(v), y(e» = a(v, e) =(</>(v), t/J(e»,
hence {3 (v) = </> (v) and y( e) = t/J( e). Therefore {3 = </> and y = t/J. This completes our proof
of Theorem 1.
Obviously, if (</> .. t/JI) is a homomorphism of a hypergraph .reI into a hypergraph :Jtz
and (</>z, t/Jz) is a homomorphism of :Jtz into a hypergraph :Jt3 , then (</>zo </> .. t/Jzo t/Jl) is a
homomorphism of :Jtl into :Jt3• Thus, the set of all homomorphisms of a hypergraph .re
into itself forms a semigroup End 'le, the endomorphism monoid of 'JC. The subgroup of
units of End 'le is Aut 'le, the automorphism group of 'JC.
COROLLARY. The automorphism groups of any nonempty hypergraph 'le and the hyper-
graph semigroup S('le) are naturally isomorphic.
PROOF. Let a E Aut S('le). Then a is induced by a uniquely determined automorphism
({3, y) of'JC. This gives us a bijection between Aut S( 'le) and Aut :Jt. The verification that
this bijection is an isomorphism between Aut S( 'le) and Aut 'le is straightforward and is,
therefore, omitted here.
REMARK. It follows from our proof of Theorem 1 that if S(:Jtt ) and S(.rez) are
isomorphic and one of the hypergraphs 'le., 'lez is empty, then the other hypergraph is
empty. Now, the hypergraph semigroup of an empty hypergraph is a zero semigroup (i.e.
a semigroup in which the product of any two elements is 0). Thus, if 'leI and :Jtz are both
empty, then S(.rel ) and S(.rez) are isomorphic if and only if the sets VI x E I and Vz x Ez
have the same cardinality.
A special case of Theorem 1 (for hypergraphs without isolated vertices or edges) was
announced in somewhat different terms in [6].
Next we are going to find an abstract characterization of hypergraph semigroups. In
other words, suppose S is any semigroup. What necessary and sufficient conditions must
S satisfy in order to be isomorphic to a hypergraph semigroup? Hypergraph semigroups
satisfy some very restrictive conditions. Their abstract characterizations can be given in
various (equivalent) forms.
THEOREM 2. A semigroup S is isomorphic to a hypergraph semigroup if and only if S
satisfies the following five conditions:
(1) S is categorical at zero, i.e. S contains a zero element 0 and xyz = 0 implies xy = 0 or
yz = 0 for x, y, z E S;
(2) for any x, yES the set xSy contains at most one nonzero element, i.e. xsy;t. 0, xty » 0
implies xsy = xty for all s, t E S;
(3) if xSy = {O}, then xS ={O} or Sy ={O};
(4) for any s, t, U, V E S, if st = uv;t. 0, then s = ux and v = xt for some XES;
(5) S is a zero semigroup, i.e. SZ= {O}, or S is globally idempotent, i.e. SZ= S. Here SZ
stands for SS.
PROOF. To prove necessity of conditions (1)-(5) it suffices to check these conditions
for every hypergraph semigroup S('le). If 'le is an empty hypergraph, then S('le) is a zero
semigroup, i.e. (5) holds. Since every product in S('le) is zero, conditions (1)-(4) hold
trivially.
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Now suppose that Ye is not empty. Let xyz = 0 for some x, y, Z E S( Ye) . If one of the
elements x, y, z is zero, then xy =0 or yz = O. Suppose that x, y, z are nonzero elements.
Let x = (VI> e\), Y = (V2, e2), z = (v3, e3), where Vj are vertices and e, edges of lJf. If xy ;6 0
and yz ;6 0 then (V2, e\) E I and (V3' e2)E I, where I is the incidence relation of Ye. In such
a case xyz = (VI> e3) ;6 O. Therefore xy =0 or yz = 0, i.e. S( Ye) satisfies condition (1).
Now let x, y E S(Ye); consider the set xS(Ye)y. If x or y is zero , then xS(Ye)y = {O}. If
x,y are nonzero elements, suppose that x=(VI> e.), y=(V2' e2)' Then xS(Ye)y contains
precisely one nonzero element, namely (VI> e2), in case there exists (v, e) with (v, e.) E I
and (V2, e) E I; otherwise xS( Ye)y = {O}. Thus (2) holds. Also, we see that xS( Ye)y = {O}
if and only if there exists no vertex V such that (v, ed E I or if there exists no edge e such
that (V2, e) E I, i.e. if and only if e. is an isolated edge or V2 is an isolated vertex . In the
former case xS(Ye) = {O}, in the latter case S(Ye)y = {O}, i.e. (3) holds.
To check (4), suppose that st = uv;6 0 for some s, t, u, VE S(Ye). Then s, t, u, V are
nonzero elements of S(Ye). Suppose that s = (VI> et ) , t = (V2' e2), U= (V3, e3), V= (v4, e4)
for certain vertices Vi and edges ei' Since st ;6 0, it follows that (V2' et ) E I and st = (VI> e2)'
Since uv;6 0, it follows that (V4' e3) E I and uv = (V3, e4). Since st = UV, it follows that
V. = V3 and e2= e4' Consider x = (v4, e.). Then s = (VI> e.) = (V3' et ) = (V3' e3)(v4, e\) = UX.
Also V=(V4, e4)= (v4, et)(v2, e4)=xt. Thus (4) holds in S(Ye).
Clearly, S(Ye)2= S(Ye) . S(Ye) c S(Ye). Now let x E S(Ye). If x =0, then x = X2E S(Ye)2.
Suppose that x;6 O. Then x = (VI> e.), By our assumption Ye is not empty, i.e., 1;6 0 .
Therefore (v, e) E I for some vertex V and face e.Then x = (VI> ed = (VI> e)( v, et ) E S( Ye)2,
i.e. S(Ye) c S(Ye)2. Therefore (5) holds, because S(Ye) is globally idempotent.
To prove that conditions (1)-(5) are sufficient, suppose that a semigroup S satisfies
them. If S is a zero semigroup, choose any sets V and E such that V x E has the same
cardinality as the set G of all nonzero elements of S. Choose I = 0. Then Ye = ( V, E, 1)
is an empty hypergraph and S is obviously isomorphic to S(Ye).
Now suppose that S is globally idempotent, i.e. every element of S is a product of two
elements. Let G be the set of all nonzero elements of S. We introduce two binary relations
7Tt and 7T2 on G. By definition, (s, t) E 7T. if and only if sand t possess a common left
divisor, i.e.
(s, t) E 7T\¢::>(3x, y, z E G)[s = xy, t = xz].
Dually, (s, t) E 7T2 if and only if sand t possess a common right divisor, i.e.
(s, t) E 7T2¢::>(3x, y, z E G)[s = yx, t = zx].
For the sequel of our proof we need a few technical lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Both 7Tt and 7T2 are equivalence relations on G.
PROOF. Let s E G. By (5), s = tu for certain t, U E S. Clearly, t, U E G. Thus (s, s) E 7T.
because sand shave t as a common left divisor. By its very definition, 7T\ is symmetric.
To prove transitivity of 7Tt suppose that (s, t) E 7T\ and (t, u) E 7T\ for some s, t, UE G. Then
s = xy, t = xz, t = ab, U= ac for some a, b, c, x, y, Z E G. Thus xz = ab = t;6 O. Applying (4)
we see that there exists d E G such that x = ad. Then s = ady and s, U have a as their
common left factor, i.e. (s, u) E 7T r- Thus 7Tt is transitive. It follows that 7Tt is an equivalence
relation. Analogously, 7T2 is an equivalence relation. Lemma 1 is proved.
For every s E G let sand s stand for the equivalence classes modulo 7T. and 7T2,
respectively, which contain s. Let V = G/ 7Tt and let E = G / 7T2 be the corresponding
quotient sets. Then cf>(s) = (S, s) is a mapping of G into V x E.
LEMMA 2. The mapping cf> is a bijection of G onto V x E.
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PROOF. Suppose that 4>(s) = 4>(t) for some s, t E G. Then (s, t) E 7T\ and (s, t) E 7T2' It
follows that s = xy, t = xz, s = VU, t = wu for some u, v, w, x, y, Z E G. Since vu = xy = s ""0,
we may apply (4). There exists a E G such that v = xa. Analogously, applying (4) to
wu = xz = t ¥-0, we see that there exists bEG such that z = bu. Thus xau = vu = s¥-O and
xbu = xz = t ¥- O. Applying (2) we conclude that xau = xbu, hence s = t. Therefore 4> is a
one-to-one mapping.
Now, let (5, 'l) be an arbitrary element of V x E, sand t being some elements of G.
Since S is globally idempotent, there exist a, b, c, d E G such that s = ab, t = cd. Thus
sEaS, t E Sd. It follows that aS.« {O} and Sd "" {O}. By condition (3) aSd "" {O}, i.e, there
exists e E S such that aed "" O. Let aed =f Then sand f have a common left divisor a,
and t and f have a common right divisor d. It follows that (s,f) E 7T\ and (t,f) E 7T2, i.e,
s= J, t = J Therefore 4> (f) = (J,J) = (s, t), hence 4> maps G onto V x E. This completes
the proof of Lemma 2.
Next we define a binary relation I c V x E. Let v E V, e E E. By definition, (v, e) E I if
and only if there exist s E v and t e e such that ts ¥- O. Here s, t E G, and v and e are
equivalence classes modulo 7T\ and 7Tz, respectively. Since, by our assumption, S is not
a zero semigroup, I¥- O. Thus we obtain a nonempty hypergraph 'Je= (V, E, 1). By Lemma
24> is a bijection of G onto V x E. Defining 4>(0) = 0, we obtain a bijection 4>: S...." S('Je).
LEMMA 3. The bijection 4> is an isomorphism between the semigroups Sand S('Je).
PROOF. It suffices to prove that 4> is a homomorphism. Let x, yES. If x or y is zero
then one of 4>(x), 4>(y) is the zero of S('Je), xy =0 and 4> (xy) = 4>(x)4>(Y). Suppose now
that x, yare nonzero elements of S, i.e. x, y E G. We consider two cases.
Case 1. xy ¥-O.
In this case (y, x) E I, therefore 4>(x) 4>(y) = (x, x)(y, y) = (x, ji). Since S is globally
idempotent, x = ab for some a, bEG. Therefore xy = aby, and (x, xy) E 7Tt because xy and
x have a common left divisor a. It follows that x = xy. Analogously, Y= xy. Thus 4> (xy) =
(xy, xy) = (x,y) = 4>(x)4>(y).
Case 2. xy = O.
Suppose that a E X and bEy. Then (a, x) E 7Tz and (b, y) E 7T\. It follows that a = ce,
x=de, b=fg, y=fh for some c,d,e,j,g,hEG. Now, d(ef)h=(de)(fh)=xy=O. It
follows from here by condition (l) that def = 0 or efh = O. If def = 0, then applying (l)
once more we see that de = 0 or ef = O. However, de = x "" O. Therefore, def = O~ ef = O.
Analogously, efh = 0 implies ef = 0 or fh = O. However, fh = y "" 0, hence efh = O~ ef = O.
Thus xy = 0 implies ef = O. It follows that ab = cefg = cOg = O. Thus, (y, x) t. 1. Therefore
4>(xy) = 4>(0) = 0= (x, x)(y, ji) = 4>(x)4>(y).
This completes the proof of the fact that 4> is a homomorphism. Lemma 3 is proved.
It follows from Lemma 3 that S is isomorphic to a hypergraph semigroup S( 'Je). This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Since S( 'Je) determines 'Je up to isomorphism, all abstract properties (i.e. properties
invariant under isomorphisms) of 'Je have their counterparts in abstract properties of
S('Je). We give here only a few examples. If S is a semigroup with zero 0, then its left
annihilator is the subset
Ann., S ={s E S: sS ={On,
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Anns S ={s E S: Ss ={On.
The right (left) annihilator is called trivial if it is {O}.
PROPOSITION 2. A hypergraph 'Je has no isolated vertices (edges) if and only if its
hypergraph semigroup S('Je) has a trivial right (left) annihilator.
PROOF. Suppose (v, e) E S('Je) belongs to the right annihilator. Then (Vb e t )( v, e) = 0
for every (Vb et ) E V x E. This means that (v, et ) e I for all edges et E E, i.e. that v is an
isolated vertex. It follows that (v, e) E Ann., S( 'Je) if and only if v is an isolated vertex.
Thus Annj, S( 'Je) is trivial if and only if 'Je has no isolated vertices.
The second part of Proposition 2 is proved analogously.
A semigroup S is called (von Neumann) regular if for every s E S there exists t E S
such that sts = s.
PROPOSITION 3. A hypergraph 'Je has no isolated vertices or edges if and only if S('Je)
is regular.
PROOF. By Proposition 2 'Je has no isolated vertices and no isolated edges if and only
if S( 'Je) has trivial right and left annihilators. If S( 'Je) is regular, then for every s E S( 'Je)
there is t E S( 'Je) such that sts = s. Thus, if s;;z!' 0, then s does not belong to Annj, S( 'Je)
and to Ann., S( 'Je), i.e. then both annihilators are trivial.
Conversely, if 'Je has no isolated vertices or edges, then S( 'Je) is regular. Indeed, 000 = 0
and if (v, e) E S( 'Je), then there exist VoE V and eoE E such that (vo, e) E I and (v, eo)E I.
Thus (v, e)( vo, eo)( v, e) = (v, e). This completes the proof.
If 'Je = ( V, E, I) is a hypergraph, then a hypergraph 'Je* having E as its set of vertices,
V as its set of edges, and the converse t:' of I as its incidence relation is called the
hypergraph dual to 'Je. Thus 'Je* = (E, V, r t ) where
(e, v) E r t~ (v, e) E I.
If S is a semigroup, its dual S* is defined as follows: S* has the same set of elements
as S, and StS2 = S3 in S* if and only if S2St = S3 in S. Clearly, S* is a semigroup.
PROPOSITION 4. If'Je and 'Je* are dual hypergraphs, then S('Je*) is isomorphic to S('Je)*.
PROOF. Indeed, define 4> (e, v) = (v, e) for all e E E, VE V. In other words, each element
(e, v) of 'Je* is mapped into its dual (v, e), which is an element of 'Je. Let 4>(0) =0. It is
a matter of straightforward computation to check that 4> is an isomorphism of S('Je*)
onto S( 'Je)*.
A hypergraph 'Je is called edge-reduced (vertex-reduced) if different edges (vertices)
have different vertices (edges), i.e. if any two edges (vertices) of 'Je which have exactly
the same vertices (edges) coincide. A hypergraph is called reduced if it is both edge- and
vertex-reduced.
For edge-reduced hypergraphs each edge may be identified with the set of its vertices;
thus E will be a set of subsets of V and (v, e) E I will mean VEe.
A semigroup S is called right O-reductive if, for any s, t E S, S ;;z!' 0, t;;z!' 0, the following
property holds: if sx = tx for all XES, then s = t. Left O-reductive semigroups are defined
dually. A semigroup is called O-reductive if it is both right and left O-reuuctive.
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PROPOSITION 5. A hypergraph 'Je without isolated edges (vertices) is edge-reduced
(vertex-reduced) if and only if the hypergraph semigroup S( 'Je) is right (left) O-reductive.
PROOF. Suppose S=(Vbel), t=(vz,ez) and sx=tx for all XES('Je). If x=O, then
sx = tx is trivial. Suppose x ¥ O. Then x = (v, e). If 'Je has no isolated edges, then (v, el ) E I
for certain v E V. It follows that (VI> e) = (VI> e l )( v, e) = (vz, ez)( v, e). Hence (v, ez) E I and
VI = Vz. It is easily seen now that sx = tx for all x means that VI = Vz and (v, e.) E I¢:>(v, ez) E
I for all v E V, i.e. that e l and ez have the same vertices. The first part of our proposition
(about edge-reduced hypergraphs) follows readily. The second part is proved dually.
It follows that a hypergraph 'Je without isolated edges or vertices is reduced if and
only if the hypergraph semigroup S('Je) is O-reductive.
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